SLED DAY #26—GRADE LEVEL: 10
A TOTAL OF THREE ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE COMPLETED.

TECHNOLOGY
Log in to WIN Learning
www.wincrsystem.com using the
username and password provided in your
SLED packet. Click on Ready to Work
Courseware. Complete a Pretest in one
area or complete a lesson.
OR
Log in to CERT using the username and
password provided in your SLED packet
and complete one Reading Quiz and one
Science Quiz.

ENGLISH
Find the twenty nouns in the following
paragraph, and write them on your
paper.
When Seiji Ozawa, the conductor of the
orchestra, performs, the auditorium is
usually overflowing. He performs with a
stylish blend of intelligence, fierce
concentration, and theatricality. As the
famed director leads the orchestra
through fast, loud, and dramatic
passages, his baton flashes like a sword,
and his thick mop of black hair bobs
furiously up and down. There are no
sheets of music on the podium as he
conducts because he routinely
memorizes the entire score of each
work.
SCIENCE
Draw a diagram showing Earth’s major
spheres (Bio, Geo, Hydro, Atmos).

ARTS & HUMANITIES
Color wheel - find items around your
house to create a visual representation
of the color wheel. Take a picture and
send to
BAND STUDENTS ONLY
Tiffany.skeens@cumberland.kyschools.us
Smart Music Assignment #26
or print out a photo and return with
other SLED day work. See example:

SOCIAL STUDIES
Write a ½ page short essay in which you describe
the voyage of Magellan’s crew in which they
circumnavigated the globe.
MATH
The following figures are similar. Write a proportion
to find the missing length. Solve the proportion for
x.

ELECTIVE (CHOOSE ONE THAT FITS YOUR CURRENT
PATHWAY)
Culinary: Refrigerator Clean Out:
Go through your refrigerator and clean and wipe the
shelves/compartments clean. Check expiration dates and
throw away anything that is out of date (Check with
family before you throw away stuff!)
What does FIFO stand for and what does this
mean? Make a list of things you threw away and why.
Engineering: If a cost estimate indicates that a project
design is significantly over budget, what changes would
you consider in order to reduce the cost of the project?
List at least 3 changes.
Agriculture: Rayshawn was putting his wrenches away
and wanted to put them in correct order from smallest
to biggest. He has the following wrenches: 1/2, 13/16,
5/8, 9/16, 7/8, 15/16, 5/16, 7/16, 3/8, 3/4, 1, 1/4, and
11/16.

Activities Based on Student Prior Knowledge

